
The Girl in the Painted Caravan by Eva Petulengro 

Feedback from The English reading group meeting Mon 5th Dec 

Memories of a Romany childhood in England.   

Definition of a Romany - one inclined to a nomadic,unconventional way of  life. Romanies  

arrived in Europe in migrations from northern India around the 14th century, they now also 

live in North America and Australia. Many Gypsy groups have preserved elements of their 

traditional culture, including an itinerant existence and the Romany language. 

The famous British clairvoyant Eva Petulengro, now aged 71, grew up in the world of the 
Romany just as it was changing forever. Her childhood seemed to be an unending 
adventure......almost too perfect ....with the patter of rain on a caravan roof, the tang of 
wood smoke mingled with the aroma of cooking and the fun of waking up in a new place.  
 
What motivated Eva to write The Girl in the Painted Caravan? She first had the idea, aged 
only nine, when she found very few books in the library on Romanies. And the ones she 
found were not very flattering. Attitudes were biased. There is much discrimination towards 
gypsies, perceptions of them being dirty, crooks etc. She clearly wanted to set the record 
straight - to show the virtues of a way of life that has virtually died out. In honouring her 
family she has painted a rather idyllic picture of her childhood. 
 
Our reactions were very mixed:  
 
“ Too black and white” was one criticism.  
“She fantasised her childhood too much” was another. 
“ There was no general criticism of their style of life – it seemed too perfect.” 
“I admit that I have prejudices - fears of Romanies. I mistrust those I see begging with 
children. Reading this has helped to change my attutude.” 
”We have to remember that this is an account of Romanies in England not central Europe.” 
“I was very interested - I hadn’t read about Romanies before. I was so engrossed I missed 
some stops on the S-bahn.” 
“It seemed a good way of life to me. Lots of laughter and fun and a tradition of telling stories 
round the fire.” 
“Eva had no formal education. She taught herself to read and write. This was never going to 
be a literary masterpiece. She isn’t a naturally talented writer.” 
“ It wasn’t the language that bothered me. There was no depth, something was missing.” 
“ We tend to gloss over bad things when we remember our past. Yes, the childhood Eva 
recalls is somewhat idealistic but we are left in no doubt about how cruel her father could 
be.” 
“ She has written her own autobiography , with the help of her daughter, bearing that in 
mind, it seems realistic.” 
“ I didn’t warm to her. She comes across as self centred and an endless name dropper! Her 
family all seem too glamorous – especially the women.” 
“ She seems to feel superior to other people.But that may come from a deep insecurity.” 
“ I don’t think she is a natural storyteller.” 



“ The memoir is two dimensional – lacking in depth. It’s too flat.” 
“The record of Romany history is best served by the very good photographs of her family.” 
 
Her earliest memories are of her grandmother Alice’s vardo. This had been ordered as a 
wedding present by her husband, Nathaniel, whom Eva recalls as ‘a very striking man. He 
had style and grace, even though his arms seemed to go on for ever; in fact, they hung below 
his kneecaps’.  (A photograph of Nathaniel confirms he did, indeed, have extraordinarily 
long arms.) Eva writes affectionately about ‘Naughty’ Petulengro, so called because of the 
mischievous twinkle in his eye.  

There is a superb photograph of the vardo that Nathaniel commissioned for his bride. It  was 
a Rolls-Royce among caravans, painted ox-blood red, picked out in gold. The interior, lined 
with carved wood and mirrors engraved with birds, bunches of grapes, vines and flowers, 
was lit by oil lamps made of ruby cut glass. In this palatial caravan, the couple’s nine children 
were born, as, a generation later, were Eva and many of her cousins. As Nathan and Alice’s 
brood grew, they commissioned two more vardos, equally elaborate, drawn by stocky black-
and-white cobs. Besides his horses, Nathaniel kept greyhounds and lurchers to hunt for the 
pot.  

Eva writes nostalgically about food. We could smell and taste the delicious dishes of wild 
mushrooms, rabbit, partridge, pheasant, trout and even hedgehog that were part of the 
family diet. Of course some of us were quite shocked at the idea of eating hedgehogs – but 
not everyone- 

“ My father used to tell me about eating hedgehogs in a prisoner of war camp. They tasted 
of pork and chicken, as Eva describes.” 

Romanies didn’t go to school or doctors. Remedies for ailments were passed down from 
generation to generation.  eg warts were said to be healed by placing a piece of roast meat 
on the wart then putting the meat in the ground to rot. The idea was that as the meat 
rotted so did the wart!. Headaches were treated by the bark of a willow which aspirin is 
actually made from. The feverfew plant has long been recognised as a natural remedy for 
migraine. One very amusing anecdote is how cow dung is a cure for baldness! This is really 
suggested as a joke but it seems to work. 

A Romany childhood sounds picturesque but it is short. Children know when times are hard 
and are set to work early: ‘The little boys would tend the horses while girls were sewing, 
cleaning and preparing meals long before the age of ten.” 

Eva remembers, as a very young child, sitting outside their caravan as her uncles carved the 
clothes pegs which her mother and aunts would later sell. Laughing and bantering, the men 
split and shaved lengths of willow, bound them with strips of tin cut from a pile of Colman’s 
Mustard tins stacked against the vardo, then ‘it was my job to put them together into little 
bundles’. At fairgrounds, where there was a job for everyone, Eva and her younger brother, 
Nathan, and the twins Anne and Eddie were kept busy picking up litter and helping to create 
a buzz on the stalls by pretending to be winning customers. 
 



She recalls how her family had  travelled the lanes of Norfolk and Lincolnshire for centuries. 
It was a way of life rooted in traditions that had given Romanies a strong sense of pride in 
themselves and their unique culture. Naughty and his wife Alice Eva had nine children who 
spilled out into rod tents known as ‘benders’ when the wagons made their stopovers, often 
in pub yards or on farmers’ land where Romany gypsies were welcomed because of their 
skills to treat both horses and people.The womenfolk read palms, a special gift that Eva 
believes sprang from a lack of traditional schooling which left room in their brains for 
natural instincts to develop. She sees the gift of clairvoyance as good judgement and 
common sense, being able to read body language, not as something mystical. 
 
The seeds of change were sewn for Naughty and Alice in 1927 when their old friend Billy 
Butlin from a fairground travelling family set up his own amusement park in Skegness and 
invited Alice to open a palmistry booth there for six months of the year. For the first time in 
their lives the Petulengros (Romany for the surname ‘Smith’) formed roots and before long 
their children were mixing with non-Romanies.  
  
At the turn of the 20th century it was almost unheard of for a Romany to marry a non-
Romany, known as a ‘gorger’. Marriage was for life and usually began with an elopement 
but  an elopement without sex ! A Romany man would claim his wife by taking her away for 
a while and then come back for the wedding ceremony. The husband would have to jump 
over water and fire to show how he is prepared to protect his wife and then their blood 
would be mingled by pricking fingers and making a commitment to each other. Only then 
was the marriage consummated. 

Alice’s acute business sense was the making of the Petulengro fortunes. A handsome 
woman, with a brood of striking daughters, she drew long queues of clients for her 
clairvoyant skills. But she couldn’t keep her daughters apart from the visitors to the 
fairground, and when her fourth daughter, Laura, Eva’s mother, secretly married Eddie 
Price, an attractive ‘gorger’, there was little Alice could do but warn him that if he ill-treated 
her, he’d be sorry.  

In fact, Eddie proved to be a far from ideal husband and father. Eva tells a chilling anecdote 
of how he persuaded her, as a little girl, to jump off the vardo steps into his arms, but 
moved aside at the last moment and let her fall to the ground. As she lay in the mud, he 
said: ‘Let that be a lesson to you. Never trust anyone.’ He was, she writes grimly, ‘The first 
and last man to break my heart.’ 

Some of the most moving moments in the book are Eva’s growing awareness that her 
parents are not very happy together. Her father denies her mother the right to live near her 
family and insists on moving far away.Her mother often has to rescue them financially from 
her father’s hair-brained schemes and Eva eventually realises that he is also seeing other 
women. He could also have saved her mother the disgrace of going to prison if he had 
searched harder for the evidence she needed to prove her innocence. There is a poignant 
moment when she watches her parents on the dance floor and notices that they still look 
good dancing together even though the relationship otherwise is over. 



Her troubles with her father aside, Eva’s reminiscences of her travelling childhood are 
nostalgic, affectionate and distinctly soft-focus. She blames ‘gorger’ interlopers for ruining 
the old, honourable gypsy way of life. 
The Depression of the 1930s had brought changes; many people were unemployed and 
some ‘gorgers’ took to the road. Soon ‘No Gypsies’ signs began to appear in areas where the 
Romanies had previously been welcomed.  

“Some of these people,’ she writes indignantly, ‘degenerated into thieves and con artists and 
spoiled the countryside, leaving litter and rubbish at stopping places.’ True Romanies, she 
explains, ‘would often travel miles in order to take our rubbish to the nearest corporation 
tip’. 

Such rosy descriptions seem startlingly at odds with the less picturesque modern reality, but 
Eva Petulengro admits she is writing about a way of life that is now quite vanished. Horse 
drawn vardos are a thing of the past, except as novelties.The advent of cars changed 
everything.  Though she blurs some of the harsher details, it is a colourful account of an 
earlier traditional Romany life. The Girl in a Painted Caravan works best when Eva is 
describing the traditions and every day life of her family.  

“ Maybe in times of economic hardship, like the times we are facing now, the self suffiency 
of the Romany lifestyle has much to commend it. “ 

“ I was amused that when a bank asked for a reference, the response was that the bank 
should be giving them a reference as they were depositing their money with them!” 

“ The most shocking aspect of the lifestyle is the lack of education. I can’t imagine a fulfilling 
life without being able to read!” 

“I admired Eva for teaching herself to read and write. She was desperate to learn and public 
libraries became very important to her.” 

“It is evocative of a lifestyle that has all but disappeared. I was very interested for that 
reason.” 

“ How strong the women are - they keep everything together - it’s the same the world 
over!” 

“ Once the family moved and settled in a flat in Brighton, I was less interested. Although I 
liked the description of Teddy boys.” 

“ They must have made a lot of money to be able to move into a flat next to Laurence 
Olivier!” 

“ I’d have liked to know more about her life after she was married. Maybe she will write a 
sequel.” 

“Lots to discuss but not much to be admired about Eva Petulengro’s writing skills!””  



“Would this have been published if she was unknown?” 

“ I felt she was trying to redeem something – to paint Romanies in a better light.” 

“ She uses simple, plain words like someone telling an oral story but it lacked tension - that’s 
what was missing for me.” 

Not Highly Recommended  
 
We felt it could have been a vanity publication. Most found it rather boring, a little too 
sentimental – although two of us very much enjoyed it. As a picture of an early British 
Romany childhood - it had much to offer in the details of everyday life. It’s more like an oral 
history in the Romany tradition than a conventional autobiograhy. 
She has succeeded in honouring her family and that was probably her main aim.    
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 


